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Bespoke Marine Solutions Supplier, Agility Custom Marine®, Inc., 
Launches New Business with Inaugural Trailer Offering 

Innovative trailer technology to include industry-first 
structural design and side beam construction 

 
Lake Ozark, MO (Aug. 24, 2022) – Agility Custom Marine® Inc., newly formed custom 
marine solutions manufacturer, announces the launch of its business here at the 2022 
Lake of the Ozarks Shootout. With expansive engineering and design capabilities, 
Agility Custom Marine, Inc., enters the market with its contemporary marine trailer 
offering, the first of many products. 
 
Agility will serve the high-performance and luxury boat manufacturer market, as well as  
its distinguished dealer network, with highly customized trailer solutions engineered to 
precisely complement each vessel and vision. Agility trailers will feature the company’s 
exclusive A-TEC™ structural design for greater durability, and its patent-pending E-
BEAM™ siderail construction which is designed with 6061-T6 aircraft-grade aluminum 
alloy and manufactured in the USA. The proprietary E-BEAM extruded design provides 
increased load capacity, reduction in harmonic flex caused by road vibration, easier 
trailer maneuverability, and improved overall performance. 
 
“Agility was formed in response to design inflexibility, as well as ongoing issues with 
performance and production capabilities in today’s high-performance marine market,” 
said Troy Zurbuchen, president and CEO of Agility Custom Marine, Inc. “Our team has 
combined more than one hundred years of collective experience in commercial 
transportation to deliver unparalleled solutions in trailer construction, design, durability, 
and quality.” 
 
Zurbuchen continued that Agility designs will provide sustained trailer performance 
through superior construction with on-time delivery to meet the needs of today’s modern 
marine industry.  
 
The company’s portfolio offers unique solutions for catamarans and “V” type hulls in 
conventional, ventilated, or stepped hull designs with sizes ranging in length from 28 
feet to 60 feet, and vessel widths up to 138 inches. Standard features of an Agility trailer 
comprise torsion type axles, hydraulic disc brakes, and a fully validated structural  
design. Other foundational attributes include: 
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• Exclusive A-TEC structural design 
• Patent-pending E-BEAM siderail design with broad customization 
• Commercial grade, sealed: 

o Electrical systems 
o Lighting packages 

• Electric-hydraulic brake controllers 
• Best-in-class vessel securement system 
• Three-point ladder systems for all tilt trailers 
• 10-year harness warranty 
• Up to 10-year lighting warranty based on specified lighting package 

Enhanced options such as progressive suspension designs, advanced stabilization 
systems, low-rolling wheel ends, and custom wheel packages will also be offered. 
Additional upgrade opportunities include:  
 

• Multi-function lighting options (launch and show lighting) 
• Multi-volt, IoT capable electrical systems 
• Tire Pressure Management System (TPMS) 
• Strobe/warning lighting systems 
• 360-degree camera options 
• Anti-theft, safety, and security options 

 
“We’ve spent many years supporting the heavy-duty trailer market where performance 
isn’t just about getting the payload to its destination, but rather a focus on safety of the 
driver and other vehicles on the road in addition to protecting the trailer’s cargo,” added 
Zurbuchen. “We’re bringing this unmatched, untapped experience to the marine 
industry. Our team is excited to share our expertise and innovative spirit, as well as a 
shared passion in the launch of our safe, reliable, and robust transportation solutions.” 
 
In addition to today’s launch, Agility will be releasing other builder components, custom 
branding options, and bespoke design services to accommodate a multitude of 
development needs, schedules, and branding. 
 
About Agility Custom Marine, Inc.  
Agility Custom Marine, Inc., designs, engineers and manufacturers custom marine 
trailers and componentry. The company is deep-rooted in transportation solutions with 
its extensive history in commercial vehicle trailer technologies thus shaping 
contemporary marine conveyance solutions through its longstanding focus on quality, 
safety, and product longevity. Agility is based in McFarland, Wisconsin, USA. Learn 
more at agilitycustommarine.com. 
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